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THE BIBLE AND MUSIC: COMMUNICATION,
DIALOGUE AND THEOLOGICAL EXPERIENCE
Summary
According to the Clod Levi Strauss interpretation of the music and myth, the author
of the study asks questions like these: where is the place of music in the field of theology,
and that are the boundaries of music to obtain theological experience? Author takes the
position that the Bible and music are inextricably linked and that the musical narrative
practically determined persistence of mythical thinking.
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Introduction
We often ask ourselves if music presents theological text which develops
theological discourse? Can music be interpreted as a way of searching for spirituality, sence, escape from the crowds and the rise of the spirit? What can music
produce in people? Music is very respected among young people, both as an art
and as a (sub) culture. Furthermore, it is being more and more scientifically studied. The attitude of dominant culture and subculture can be as follows: accepting
dominantion of culture, subculture which is separated from culture without opposition and offering resistance to it. In this study, we are putting music and dominant culture into a dialogue. In the first part of the study we discuss how music contributes to contemporary theological reflection on the church and culture,
while in the second part is the reply whether music can cause religious experience.
Childhood and way to religiosity
Music occurrs in this stage of childhood when aesthetics period is over,
and logic is used as a pagan morality. Life is seen as a period of time which
consists of three phases: the aesthetic, moral- pagan and moral-religious (Preobraženović 1998). Aesthetic phase is related to childhood, neat dressing and behavior. It is also a period in which a child dreams of wedding, and he/she lives
in a fantasy vision that provides tucked home. The second phase is related to ter-
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mination of magic experiencing of the world and begins to learn that life is not a
cake, and starts to search a little deeper, and you do not even hint what it is. Opposition is crutial, which means 'I will not do that! I'm not a part of this misery’! Still
it is not known what is required, but it is clear what he/she wants. Music is related to the part of life which in the beginning develops a pagan phase, and through
the darkness starts to sense morale. This is perhaps the phase which the apostles
found in Greece, by reading ’unknown God’ (Acts of Apostoles). Preppy phase
is over, sitting in cafes / fast food restaurants is more and more a waste of time,
and they wonder where to find something smart? This is the phase when Jesus left
his parents, and he was not in a mood to be with friends. Instead, he was sitting in
the temple with the wisest minds of the time. Children today, as they are not directed to churches, spirituality seek elsewhere, through music, art and literature.
There should be something more that would actually enrich the spiritual superstructure beside schools. Children in Serbia have only been baptized because of
tradition and just left without direction to further participation into the active life
within the church. In Christian countries no one would compare himself/herself
with the Emperor Herod (tyrant), czar Jesus is too much distant and unknown, but
those ones who are more acceptable are Elvis Presley (a suicide) in the past, and
today some other musicians (about three kings see Žikić 2011). Teenagers identify themselves with singers and similar problems and dilemmas that are expressed
in the songs in our modern world (alienation, abuse, envy). The part of free time
known as leisure time, young people spend by studying lyrics, making collectibles and learning English language.
So we decided to make exactly this kind of music, because we were fed
up of copying both the West and the Western influence on us, as well as
that Western spiritual bondage to our music. (The fall of the Byzantine
Empire)

Methodology
To understand how members of the bands define this phase of life we use
the analysis of narratives. The sample consists of bands and their albums and
songs, which have experienced a spiritual transformation and entered the third
stage of life. 1 The oldest performers are about sixty years old, and the youngest
1 I will deal only with some of bands which turned to religiosity and morality, unlike other
satanic bands which in their songs even though sing about morality, send satanic messages that
are registered by child’s subconsious. Although the bands sing in English, satanic messages are in
Serbian language.
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are about twenty. As for the women who make up the scene, their number is significantly smaller, but on average there is only one in the band of 4 to 5 members. Women are naturally equal, and special attention is not paid to them, similar to the apostolic preaching that the weaker parts of the body of Christ is actually necessary (Acts). Bands during a performance show that some songs are dedicated to women and special respect just for them is given. This is the mirror image of primitive Serbia, how women are constrained in Serbia, so the music and
the church has many advantages, they are actually better and more beautiful half.
The lyrics give us a clear insight into how they construct their narrative. The results show biographies in relation to the make-up phase and to reveal the processes that connect the narrative experience, identity and integration into the ecclesial community. Bands which we emphasise in the study are now church members (see picture 1 and 2).
Theoretical framework
We see music as a precursor of biblical thought. Given that music has always been ahead of its time, and that the teenagers meet problems of feminism,
homosexuality, globalization, and violence early in high school, and children
who were not listening music began to think about these problems later in college. Srđan Sr e mac explains that God has always communicated with people
through narratives, however, and only the Bible God's narratives interacts with its
own story (Sremac 2010: 198). The author further states that God narrative works
through art, whether or not creators were aware of it (ibid). Claude Lévi-Strauss
argues that science can survive only when we turn our back to the world of the
senses which we smell and taste (Levi-Strauss 2009: 10). We think that music is
the act that turns back to lies, and paradise is examined by the eye of the Creator, who does not correspond to the deceptive impressions of the senses (ibid).
Music is actually a revival of God and inspires security from entering the sect. 2
She wakes up! People are surprised,
do you think she can think? People are very evil (...) (Sarlo Acrobat)

2 Many musicians in fanzines explain how they entered the sect Hare Krishna and how
they were being lied and that their teachers did everything that should not be done in the real world.
Frustrated they shared their experience with young people by appealing not to enter into any sect.
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Claude Lévi-Strauss believes that myth and music both are similar and
close (ibid: 49). The holder of the basic meaning of the myth is not a series of
events, but a specific set of events (ibid: 49-50). And the Bible, and the music are
consumed practically in one breath, for the pleasure of experienced content (ibid:
54). The author notes that just as the mythical figure retreats into the background
of intellectual life, dominant musical styles of the 17th, the 18th and 19th century
appears just then (ibid: 50). Music, one might say, completely change its traditional form to take over function- intellectual and emotional- that mythical thought
precisely in that period begins to lose (ibid: 51). In the consciousness of a person who listens to music or biblical story a continuous process of reconstruction
takes place. It is not about formal similarities (...) it is about something deeper;
one might say that music, by creating a specific musical form, in fact, gained the
existing structures at the level of myth (ibid: 54). Claude Lévi-Strauss explains
that in the story of the myth one group is always trying to get away from one another, just as in a fugue. (Ibid: 55). Throughout the story, these groups are mixed
in order to be completely separated in the end. The myth explains the eternal conflict between good and evil, sacred and profane existence, higher and lower forces, as well as the conflict of the sun and ground forces (ibid). Mythical conflict
resolution is very similar to accords that dismisses and ends musical composition, since they opposites shift into the unity. Also, we could point out the myths,
or groups of myths, which are composed as sonata, symphony, rondo, tokata or
any form of music that the music itself did not create, but unconciously took from
myth. What we are trying to do the study is to compare the Bible and music, both
of which originate from the language, although each goes into a different direction (in the myths of one person going to the north, the other south), in the end
they meet again and become one. Lycien Levy Bruchl in his book Primitive mentality explains the most important thing is the interpretation of atheism, then, and
today we see that it is a disbelief in God. The primitive person will say that he/
she believes in God only if they show He up and if he/she climbs up to heaven,
but he/she explains that he/she drinks medication because ' magic’ of researchers is greater than their witchcrafts. The primitive person is sure that researchers
have the magic potion that turns them into gods. Does this mean that they know
the 'elixir of youth'? Does this mean that those who do witchcrafts know that there
is Communion? Srđan Sremac believes that the religion is the essence of culture
and because of that culture is a part of religion, and that is why the dualism of religion and culture is disabled (Sremac 2010: 201). Claude Lévi-Strauss explained
that later he could not remember what he had written and that he felt as if some-
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one else had written it for him, which points mysterious, unfathomable supernatural dimension of creativity (ibid: 63). He called that dimension the unknown and
in the introduction to his lecture he claimed that myths exist inside of ourselves
without our knowledge (ibid). From the above we can see that scientific opinion does not eliminate the mythological thought, unlike the Saxons who believe
that mythical thought can enrich the strict scientific arguments (ibid: 63-64). And
the music and myth have great power over man and in both cases, during listening and reading, one feels immortal (ibid: 70). Bojan Žikić suggests that both believers and fans identify with cultural heroes (Žikić 2011: 9). The essence of the
progress of man's cultural mind is understanding of contradictions, identification
and rejection of wild sins and acceptance of cultural, and identification with their
own tsar, regardless of whether it is Jesus as the tsar of the sky, like a tsar tyrant
Herod of Judea, or Elvis Presley as the tsar of rock music (also 9-10 ). Those who
practice culture believe their king, and so overcome the opposition offered by the
primitive thought, though rude people both and believers and fans considere irrational (ibid: 17). The author suggests that the top works of art were created following a form of folk music, so there is nothing original (Žikić 2010: 20). Tsar
of the contemporary society can be stimulating (savior) or degenerative (suicide
or tyrant) (ibid: 25). In both cases, we see that between the Emperor and believer / fan communication act takes place, but not an aesthetical act (ibid: 27). In the
first case the tsar, Jesus speaks directly to his followers on the Liturgy, through
the Gospel and prayer 'Our Father', while the musician speaks to his fans through
the lyrics. The difference between Jesus' charisma and musicians is that first one
leads to a ’new life’, while others can lead to the church. Those who know both
emperors, and Jesus and musicians, are aware that the first is Comforter, and that
musician is dependent on myth. We understand that commercial musicians sing
love songs, while they think about their greatest passions: drugs, alcohol, promiscuity. Even older songs send the same messages (ibid: 28). Looking at the communication that takes place between the tsar and those who believe in him, we
can notice that the fans who lose their emperor Elvis, incline to Jesus. Of course,
there is always one part of the music scene that does not rotate towards religiosity, but it remains in this first phase of Indian music, understood as liberation from
the production of the higher classes (Žikić 2012c: 88). The message is not what
the artist says, and he do not have to be present, but the way in which it is understood in a particular environment (ibid: 35-36). Cultural and communicative use
consists of products of intellectual activity (the prophetic writings, music, portrait
/ icon) that continues in terms of consumption even when the author is not present
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and lead to the creation of a new identity (Žikić 2012a: 316-321). Academic discourse has always believed that Popular culture is stigma and callousness to accept one of the true values (ibid: 322-323). The author emphasizes that the cultural industry favors anti-intellectualism, immorality, bastardize, antidiscipline and
"cheap entertainment" (graffiti, rock and roll, the American film) at the expense
of social consciousness (ibid: 324-327). Pop culture artist appears as a mystic because of his/her claims, intuition and explanation of the world (ibid: 335). The
theme of love is not characteristic for popular culture although is its common
theme (Žikić 2012b: 489). Bojan Žikić emphasizes that the theme is mostly resentment in the local culture (ibid: 494-503). The author further states that the research task is not what the song is really talking, but what people think it talks.
What is characteristic for the fans of this kind of music is purely local identities
of Belgrade and Skopje. The authors emphasize the spirit of Belgrade, Belgrade
urban culture and Belgrade public space as factors that predispose the acceptance
of this very sensibility of music, instead of for example ’Grand shows’ or cheap
American pop (Žikić 2007: 76; Ristivojević 2011; 2012). Musicians are characterized as those who destroy Belgrade's youth because of their pagan thinking
apparatus. Due to the insistence on a certain type of music means distance from
the rural music, we can freely translate this as actual insistance on the Christianity and separation of pagan people who indicate decline in culture, such as it happened before with Byzantium in the fifteenth century . Bojan Žikić emphasizes
that things used to look better and always accentuate the cultural disorder of the
'state of the Golden Age', which includes alternative music, not drugs, and cheering for the Red Star (Žikić 2007: 77-81).
Is not as gold as memory of the age of the same name!
(Einsturzende Neubauten)

Belgraders are obviously fed up with those in offices, and love to debate
with themselves, explain obvious things, does not speak foreign languages and
love MTV singers (ibid: 83). Overhead are the ones who create the torturers of
Christians, specifically the cruelty and insanity, which implies a violation of moral behavior, of course. The sociological study of music emphasizes the lack of
criticism of degeneration in music, when the key concept just suddenly disappeared, going from instead on degenerative (mentally deranged) creator degenerative work was transferred to the society (Vasiljević 2012: 238). Degenerate
not just criminals, prostitutes, anarchists, but also authors and artists ( ...) that
meets their unhealthy urges by a knife and a bomb instead of a pen and ink (...)
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modernism and decadence were synonymous (ibid: 240). Marija Ristivojević explains that music is not a universal concept that all cultures mark the same thing,
but more cultural and social construct in different contexts has a different meaning (Ristivojević 2009: 119). The author, moreover, states that local community differently accept, otherwise, a global phenomenon, and that it interprets it in
his own way changing the substance, and so revised once again it placed it in the
market, so it is both global and local phenomena (Ristivojević 2012: 219-220).
She believes that the combination of music and these cities is creating a new cultural construction: the identity of Belgrade (Ristivojević 2011: 932). Thus, in Belgrade and Skopje bands we feel tones of Orthodoxy. From music is taken only
the best, in fact the music that is played and sung, but the ideology of sex-drugsrock'n'roll, is replaced with the faith in God, the condemnation of the Juda, promotion of family life, and is reduced to the new ideology of the God-near and
dear-spirituality. In this region, however, the traditional observation of life is retained, and promotion of modernity of primitive mentality with a tendency to a
suicide is simply ignored, probably because of the same religion which practice
both and Macedonia and Serbia.
I am a family man, and my wife's cooking tea. (Luna / La Strada)

Etnographic fieldwork in Serbia and Macedonia
Goran Trajkoski and bands formed in Skopje (Mizar, The fall of the Byzantine Empire, Kismet, Anastasia), after dark who played from 1985 until the
2000s, and in 2004 began to inject elements of Byzantine spiritual music and
the chanting of Church with Harmosini choir. The group is named after the star
Mizar from the constellation of the Great Bear (Big Dipper), which has been the
guiding star for the passengers not to get lost, and the same star in the New Testament led the wise men to the adoration of the Divine Child. The band Mizar released the album Terrible Beauty is Born / Kobna Ubavina, which is whole
intertwoven with religious contents. By analyzing songs we come to narratives
that have the same meaning as the Bible. The first song discusses the hypocrisy
and false love which is blind to justice. Besides song is about the most popular
issue today and it is torture. Those who are on a higher position become proud
and power-loving masters in the society and instead of supporting young, they
bully and torture them, so that they do not see that they crucify in the name of
the crucified.
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Раширени раце во име на љубовта
Затворени очи во име на правдата
Но видовте само слабост,
На кутар и нејак плен.
О, несвет и беден оче!
Подари ми насмев надмен, господарски,
И пак распни го Оној Кој божем го сведочиш
Избриши си раце со хартии безвредни
И кажи го зборот што ништо не значи. (Мизар)

On this kind of social problems the song Judas is added describing the conflict of good and evil, the sun that is struggling with clouds as white dove with a
letter against black and unfortunate fate that is written by Judas and his bandits.
The message of the song is that a lie will not win against love.
Најнапред оди Јуда со своите разбојници,
Од уста дождови му врнат од пцости и гадости.
Место љубов, лагата не победи. (Мизар)

Musicians as if persecuted by animals that walk on two legs feel as if they
do not belong to this animal kingdom, or more precisely, Orwell's animal farm.
All people who have lost luster in their eyes frozen in the ice age are considered as if they have never lived! This godless land, the frost-covered, which condemned them to death is not really their home!
O, земјо безбожна, со мраз покривена
O земљо, земљо безводна!
Зарем јас да треперам за твојот нечист сан?
Осуди ме на смрт за секој земен здив!
Ово не е мојот дом! (Мизар)

The question that concerns heads of the musicians is actually hidden truth
that the Bible promotes.
the missing word of eternal truth.
the missing sign - a salvation code. (Мизар)

What also promotes 'Macedonian pride' as many call the band Mizar, is this
biblical intelligence which is not understood by fools.
Whatever I think - it is so unacceptable.
Whatever I say - seems not understandable.
Its midnight in Europe! (Мизар)
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What is waited for in this miserable world is the birth of the Antichrist and
Armagedon. The song Blood Red Sun (God damned Son) is about the unbelievers beautifully dressed up from whom appear beasts with a cynical smiles from
their passive hearts and swallow the blood of the righteous. Narrative recommends that from God damn son we just run away! Of course, by God's revange
faithfuls are always kept. That beautiful castle was built with the bones of martyrs and is waiting for the anger of God. Believers eagerly wait for this invisible
realm and God's revange!
Your castle is wealth of martyrs bones with nobleness of graveyard stone!
Here comes the day, the payback time for
Your Invisible Empire.
O, Unholy Sire! (Мизар)

Song Armagedon is built on the birth of the Antichrist and talks about godless child on a bed of silk, the new 'son of justice’. This moment marks the cry of
the underworld and destruction in last times in which the band calls on the fierce
love.
Смрт од вода, страв од потоп
Изградете кораб, изградете мост
И бидете спремни на жестока љубов
Како на Оној, распнатиот на крст! (Мизар)

Messages that music gives can be used as a useful knowledge when studying the Bible. Non judging other people, God's revenge, demolition of idols and
forgiveness are the key virtues of the New Testament man.
I would never judge what you do,
I will do the same in your shoes. (The Morphine)

The question on which music can not give an answer is the question of the
afterlife. We are aware that musicians who are not ascetics, tragically end their
lives, have problems with addictions, and even they themselves need help.
(…)Set me free, just kill death’s immortality (Lets Grow)
Where is the ritual?
And tell me where, where is the taste?
Where is the sacrifice?
And tell me where, where is the faith?
Where is the cave where the wise woman went? (The Morphine)
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Music and myth promote retreating from the whole world and climbing up
the ladder which leads toward the sky. In songs the principle of the mirror is promoted which acts in the souls of pure people, just as in the patristic texts.
I’m like a mirror, I’m nothing ‘til you look at me
Climb up here in the sky with me,
Leave your world and come to me,
I’m closer to you than I seem! (The Morphine)

When we discuss about homosexuality, musicians have negative attitude,
which is again in line with religion. Vasko Atanasoski from bands FPO / TK-SK
declares this phenomeno as backward, not modern. This attitude is universal and
both for punk and hip-hop.
За Скопје ми се плачет!
Скопски педерчиња се дрогират на техно кога идат! Сељаци од
провинција сака како би га бијат!(TK SK)

When a gay parade is to happen, no one cares if salaries are late
I do not understand passions about something that does not interest
me. People I can not march with you because I am not a gay, but I
have no urge you to beat you, because I have another job and I am
not a violent man! (Marcello)
Given that music has always been ahead of its time in the acceptance of
homosexuality, it is now more advanced than science in neglecting the same phenomenon. The latest songs actually show a negative attitude about homosexuals,
peasants, guns, hairstyles and violence.
Analysis of narratives
In music there is a fight for values that are ever-lasting. We can freely say
that music is a fetus stage of religiosity, in fact musicians and fans are secular believers. Limit of music is that it speaks of a lost paradise and that it searches for
it, but nevertheless it is powerless to bring a man to the heavenly state.
This memory of Eden haunts us all! (Sting)

Music directly leads people to church, but only through the Sacred Secrets a person can be in communion with the God. The Bible and music are inextricably linked and studying narratives of musicians we determine endurance
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of myth, although musicians accept or reject this issue. Especially by analizing
the lyrics of two bands Fall of the Byzantine Empire and Mizar we take conclusion that songs can be taken as a theological reading, primarily songs such as Armagedon, Amfilohij and God Damn Son. Music can be interpreted as a search for
meaning and spirituality, and it can support the divine feelings until a person enters into the church community. According to the religious motives we can see
that music accepts the dominant culture, although it often assumes that it is in
conflict with it. What theology can accept from music is the reading of lyrics as
a personal testimony of a believer and his / her rejection of negative: sin, alienation, ungodliness and damnation. If we critically observe three tzars we can notice that both Herod and Elvis Presley are fake tzars (Žikić 2011). Herod was a
tyrant and a murderer, while Elvis Presley was a suicide which is even worse sin.
Herod was able to repent for his sins while Elvis after the act of suicide had no
time for repentance. Musicians in the end realize that the only true God is actually
the Father of Jesus. The same problems that bother heads of young teenagers are
in the Bible: Adam's fall, Saul's jealousy, Herod's tyranny, starvation of innocent
victims, and the chamber of satanic and the Kingdom of Heaven. Mitigating circumstance for girls is that they are respected as mothers, girlfriends, sisters which
connect them with the Virgin Marry. In Picture 4 we see a revolt against vandalism and injury of an innocent victim. The songs are mostly about girls (victims
of misogyny) and bands sing that they will lead the battle even if the innocence
in people is dead!
Even the sky is red, even the innocent is dead! (Let`s Grow)
Matricide is suicide! (Unison)

Spiritual father of Anastasia father Jovan Ćulibrk explains that the best
spirits are actually these poets. The similarity of music and theology is a negative
relationship about both homosexuality and violence. We see that musicians are
indifferent to none of suggested sins, which is identical with memo for a confession in which it is stated that a person repents for a sin of Sodom, as well as for
insults and violence towards animals and humans. Many musicians are also great
fighters against sects revealing their false teachings, which is a great help to the
church. Music and myth are indeed close and similar. We listen music and read
the Bible as a spiritual activity. When musicians are not in church music takes
an emotional and intellectual function, and when they enter the church community then it is again a part of a ritual through church choirs which participate in the
Divine Liturgy. Both musicians and believers are actually those ones who want
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to escape from sin. In both cases words are used to establish a contact with God's
narrative. What we notice is that the musicians who used to collect LPs, CDs and
cassettes with the same intensity are searching for God. If a person used to listen hard underground music compared to easily accessible one, his / her relationship towards the God is deeper and he/she is a more active member of the church.
A musician is addicted to the myth, and on the contrary a believer is independent from an emotional component of music, projecting his/her emotions towards
the Liturgy. What is positive about the religious lyrics is that there is no misunderstanding, everyone knows who is Juda, and they understand what message
the band wants to give. The concept of ambiguity consists of incomprehension
(Leach 2002 Žikić 2011). Edmund Leach explains that an ordinary person dresses in black only when he/she is in mourning over the death of his nearest and
dearest, while musicians and monks are dressed in black because it is considered
to be beautiful. An ordinary person can express his/her condolences to musicians
when he/she sees them dressed in black; and that musicians do not even think that
somebody died to a person who is dressed in black because of mourning (Leach
2002). Bojan Žikić explains the concept of ambiguity by dialogue between Jesus and Herod, the king of the heaven and the king of the earth (Žikić 2011).
The message can be transferred successfully and unsuccessfully. Jesus gave the
words and explanations for the apostles, however Herod and many others did not
understand him. Similarly, the musicians transmitted the message to their fans,
but the football fans misunderstand this message. Regression, degeneration and
drowsiness are the terms which are feared of and musicians and the believers.
The music created by musicians from Belgrade and Skopje is treated as local, anti-global phenomenon. In Orthodox communities global music is adjusted to local, and instead of ideology of debauchery reigned Orthodox spirit through music and placed itself on the market. For bands who played in the eighties, but also for younger bands, who play today, it is considered to be the best bands in the
Balkans. Furthermore, in magazines such as the Jukebox we see what the reaction was caused by a bend Mizar in 2004 with their album Terible Beauty is Born.
There is already looming notion of primitive cunning mentality that is sabotaged
by culture. Young people accept savage music, release it from spiritual slavery
and so dressed up in its Holy Spirit launche it and demonstrate to Europe, Asia
and America. Such music is known as the secular asceticism and fight against
the consumption of drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, coffee, tattooing, sects, abortion,
hatred towards animals, promiscuity. From this this we state that secular asceticism is great support to Orthodox asceticism. The bands have names which asso-
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ciate torture: Wasted, Eaten Alive, Fall of Byzantine Empire, Lasting Values and
Positive Life. Secular asceticism gives audience hope for new life without death.
I hope new life will do the right! (Lets Grow)

Singers pleade audience not to consume cigarettes from which they have
a headache, not to drink coffee which is the wildest beverage ever made, not to
consume drugs and marijuana that are not 'just plants', and all of these are associated with the primitive mentality that can not be compared with tradition of Macedonia and Serbia. The audience is satisfied with the fact that comfort and promotion of a healthy lifestyle can find somewhere else. Music provides critique of
institutions, not because of the breakdown of mentioned ones, but to improve science, friendly relationship and struggle against backward professors.
We don’t need no education!
No dark sarcasm in the classroom,
Hey teacher leave the kids alone! (Pink Floyd)

Secular asceticism has a successful communication among young people
because musicians themselves are of similar age as `fans` and brotherhood support in fights against madness and destruction of one's own life may affect. Teenagers as long as they are critical to the elderly, from their peers they acceppt all
the advice. In this way, music has taken over the role of education and a higher
morality than the one in schools, unfortunately. Discourse is generally promoted
by moral people who are later taken for godparents to their own children (see Picture 2). Musician is a mystic for children who do not go to church, and then later he can be a godfather or a professor. It is interesting that in fieldwork we can
notice that children musicians are in fact in most cases children of Orthodox believers. Great rebellions against society actually grew up with their parents Christians. We can see that in a house full of religious literature and icons, there's always a children's room where there are CDs, posters of musicians, drums sticks,
and occasional icons and rosary or even a church calendar. And believers and
their children fans actually promote the discourse of morality, only people who
would like this discourse to disappear are their immoral neighbours, immoral
professors and their ill-mannered children. Both discourse (and music and religion) are related to morality and promote the idea of not touching the bottom and
that they do not want to hate other people. And the Bible and music contribute to
the further development of narrative culture precisely religion. Both discourse insist that the clothes should be adjusted to the body, that it is loose, not tight, but
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that is socially constructed by gender norms, and often are criticized those who
do not entirely fulfill their gender right (Lunceford 2010: 63). Reverse gender
roles are criticized: the male woman and female man. And music and religion
sabotage this claim, seeking just the opposite: a male man who does not need a
woman to serve him and feminine woman who does not have to be always alone
and isolated, and that everything in the house works alone instead of a men. This
critic gives both musicians and priests. Musicians criticize the one who needs a
slave, and priests say that in the church a man can wash a cup of coffee only if he
also does this in his home. Cultural context where the story takes place is mostly a
home and we see that children and parents have the same wishes. Both are fans of
charisma. Characteristics of the main figures that are followed are largely divine
mind, mysticism and blesedness. Relation between main and other characters is
such that the charismatic leader loves children and their parents and he wants to
save them and unite, not to break up and destroy them. The greatest attention is
paid to the religious experiences that are manifested in the present through the
moral behavior and the destruction of idols (see Picture 6). Beggining of the story
is always baptising, plot takes place through those who sabotage culture (and music and religion), family progresses through church, school, music and in the end
they are all together in the church and together listen to religious music.
Conclusion
According to our view, music can evoke religious experience, but only to
a certain extent. Music can protect people, but the real religious transformation is
experienced through the Holy Secrets. Music is on a good track to bring fans to
the church and charisma of Jesus Christ, but on the other hand can be a tool which
disrupts lives. If we look critically on veg(etari)an, we notice that vegan women say they do not eat eggs, which are considered as chicken abortion, while they
abort their own children, so that we get the 'auto goal' in the name of humanity.
Vasko Atanasoski criticizes all these fake people and ask the audience between
the songs on his concerts
How can you kill something that you created yourself? (Bumbiks)

There should be separated secular asceticism from aspirations to death. In
the end, we can conclude that music affects fan`s religious experiences and initiate them directly to the church. Music should still be seen as an integral part
of the ritual, and emotions attach to God and the Liturgy (Ristivojević 2012b:
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475). The state which songs actually produce consciously or not, is movement
from music culture towards the Bible. To avoid profound dialogues, we can take
a look at any Serbian village and see that there are only two cultural environments. The first one is church and school, and the other is a pub. In first people
are tidy, behaved, religious, and in the other they are careless, violent, drunken
and debauched. You can clearly see the conflict between Christian-European and
primitive mentality. From the above we can notice that allthat is to be done is to
avoid primitive atheists.
Kade si
Od kade izviraš
Vo temnina
Kako čekor
Tvojot glas
E kako kamen
Pogledni me
Niz potni stakla
Mnogu silno
Kako magla
Ti gledaš vo magla
So oči na damar
Tvojta beda e edna
Te čeka tvojot bog
Te čeka tvojot bog
Te nema! (Mizar)

Picture 1 Dialoque

Picture 2 Musician as a Godfather
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Picture 3 Don’t Drop Pearls in front of Pigs

Picture 4 Victim of Misogyny

Picture 5 Reach out and touch faith

Picture 6 Kill Your Idols
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БИБЛИЈА И МУЗИКА:
комуникација, дијалог и теолошко искуство
Резиме
Полазећи од Леви Стросовог тумачења односа музике и мита, аутор поставља питања попут: где је место музици на пољу теологије и које су границе музике до добијања теолошког искуства? Аутор заузима став да су Библија и музика
нераскидиво повезане и да се кроз музичке наративе практично утврђује постојаност митског начина размишљања.
Кључне речи: Библија, музика, комуникација, последице, теолошко искуство

